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Query answering in presence of semantic constraints must cope with
both explicit and implicit data. Two families of query answering techniques have been proposed in literature, namely Saturation-based, which
adds all the implicit knowledge to the explicit graph, that is then queried
in a classical way, and Reformulation-based, which does not alter the
set of explicit data, but reformulates the original query under the given
contraints in such a way that ensure completeness also w.r.t. implicit
knowledge.
Different reformulation algorithms have been proposed in literature.
Union of conjunctive queries (UCQ) reformulation [6, 10, 8, 11, 4, 1, 5, 3, 7]
applies to various fragments of RDF, ranging from the Description Logics
(DL) one up to the Database (DB) one. Another notable reformulation
technique computes semi-conjunctive queries (SCQ) reformulations [9] and
can be applied to the DL fragment of RDF. Join of unions of conjunctive
queries (JUCQ) reformulation, a generalization of both UCQ and SCQ, has
been proposed for the DB fragment of RDF [2], and has shown to improve
the execution performance of reformulated queries over both UCQs and
SCQs.
To improve the performance of reformulated query evaluation performance even further, in the context of query answering for RDF, we investigate SPJUM, which allows plans composed by semi-join, projection, join,
union and materialization operators, and thus strictly subsumes JUCQ.
Join and union operators can appear in the computed plans at any level,
differently from all the previous proposals in literature. Semi-join operators are explored for improving performance, materialization allows to
save extra work in case of worth reuse opportunities for intermediate
results.
In this context, we propose cost-based algorithms, which compute a
plans for executing the query having a contained cost.
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